The pandemic of the new coronavirus or SARS-CoV-2 abruptly changed the lives of global population and unleashed an emergency situation in international public health, causing the disease named COVID-19. A new and challenging disease, in constant transformation as for the understanding of the health-disease process, bringing uncertainties towards the availability of vital resources and consequent concern with general well-being. The Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery specialty, as other areas of dentistry, suffered significant impact in safe practice of its procedures due to direct professional contact with oral and nasal mucous, that are considered areas of high risk of infection in virtue of viral charge and great possibility of exposure to biological materials proportionated by the generation of aerosol during procedures [1,2].

Biosafety is the condition achieved by a set of actions intended to prevent (cross infections), control (radiation and use of materials), reduce (biological accidents) or eliminate (microorganisms) inherent risks to the activities that might compromise human (professionals, patients, collaborators), animal and environment health, rules even more in current clinical practices. Next to the goal of avoiding viral propagation, measures have been taken, among them social distancing, optimization and allocation of limited resources, such as Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and the suspension of elective surgeries [3].

In times of outbreak of COVID-19, dental procedures in ambulatory or hospital environment have been restricted to emergency cases (risk of death) like bleeding, cellulite or diffuse bacterial infections, with intra or extraoral edema and fracture of the facial bones, possibly compromising the patient’s airway; and the urgency care (priority, but do not characterize risk of death), such as acute odontogenic pain, pericoronaritis, alveolitis, periodontal or dental abscesses, dental fracture with painful symptoms or trauma of oral soft tissues, need of dental treatment prior to a critical medical procedure, biopsies, treatment of tissue necrosis, mucositis and dental trauma with avulsion or dislocation [4].

Soft facial tissue injuries and/or trauma involving facial bones display indication of debridement, washing the wound with saline and drying with surgical aspirator or gauze. If there is a need for sutures, selection of absorbable string and then defining the patient’s hospitalization or hospital discharge is essential. The treatments related to facial bone fracture follow specific recommendations based on the anatomical region affected.

In general, opt for closed reduction and when indicated elect self-drilling screws, the cases that lack fixation and consequent drilling, adhere to minimal irrigation. The monopolar electrocautery is recommended for the incisions and bipolar for hemostasis, both at low power, preferring extraoral to intraoral approach [5]. This is a unique moment in which surgeons should consider alternative treatments and practice conservation for greater functionality of the health system. French [6] have instructed home isolation of the patient for fourteen days after hospital discharge. It is worth emphasizing that the urgency of a procedure in front of the present momentary health situation must be decision based on critical clinical judgment, and to be defined case by case.

Given the unfeasibility of postponing a procedure, a series of protective measures should be followed in order to prevent cross contaminations. The environmental service must provide inputs (water, liquid soap, paper towel, bottles with 70% alcohol preparation) for hand hygiene of the patients and eventual companions. The space needs a cleaning reinforcement before and after service, mainly those with greater contact with 70% alcohol solutions and suction equipment with chlorine-based agents. Professionals and collaborators need to wash their hands with water and liquid soap or 70% alcoholic solution before and after contact with the patient or infected surfaces. The meticulous protection actions, such as vestment with Personal Protective Equipment...
(PPE) – bonnet, protection glasses, N95/PFF2 masks or equivalents, as a facial protector, minimum weight waterproof apron of 50g/m² and procedure gloves to all members of the team. It should be noted that one of the main routes of contamination of the health professional takes place at the time of taking off the vestment, so the importance of standardization should be considered to avoid any risk [7]. The operating rooms, considered ideal models for the procedures in the face of the pandemic, are the ones that have negative pressure and high efficiency of the particulate air filter, however, it is the reality of few health services. So parameters need to be imposed by limitation of professionals involved in surgery, restriction of staff and material turnover in the transoperative period. Considering that the contamination risk would be increased by the aerosols of engines, drills, piezoelectric, fluid leak from intubation tubes, to prevent viral dispersion to the aspiration of saliva and other potentially contaminated secretions, needs to be continuous and high power [6].

Although no topical therapy has been studied specifically to amortize viral charge and aerosolization potential of SARS-CoV-2 during mucosal surgery of the upper airways, the solutions of povidone-iodine, chlorhexidine and hydrogen peroxide have been evaluated in order to reduce the risks of transmission. The 75% concentration of povidone-iodine diluted in saline solution 1:3 demonstrated efficacy against viral activity in other types of coronavirus. It is a relatively safe solution for use in the upper airways in a short application time (one minute) and can restrict threats of SARS-CoV-2 during surgery of the mucous membranes of the upper airways. The contraindication to topical iodine is related to allergic patients/ anaphylaxis, thyroid pathologies, contact dermatitis, pregnant women and people on active radioiodine therapy. As for the chlorhexidine, it has antibacterial action and is believed not to be effective for this type of virus [8]. The 0.5 to 1% hydrogen peroxide can also be used as a virus inhibitor prior to procedures, mainly for mouthwash [9].

Amid the dynamic environment of the pandemic, it is up to health professionals to seek constant updates, as the guidelines and parameters are changing continuously. Meanwhile, ethical precepts state appropriately that during an unprecedented event, it is necessary to maintain adherence to the principals of beneficence, justice, faithfulness, veracity and respect for people.
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